PMREZ4040G
- 1” Hollow shaft with gas flange
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 4 GPM
- 4,000 PSI at 3,400 RPM

PMRTSS1511
- 24 mm solid shaft
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 4 GPM
- 3,500 PSI at 1,450 RPM

PMRET1507G6
- 3/4” Hollow shaft with gas flange
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 3.3 GPM
- 2,610 PSI at 3,400 RPM

PMRES2012S
- 24 mm Solid shaft
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 4.76 GPM
- 4,000 PSI at 1,750 RPM

PMRPEP1313G8
- 1” Hollow shaft with gas flange
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 4 GPM
- 4,000 PSI at 3,400 RPM

PMREP1508G8
- 1” Hollow shaft with gas flange
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 3.4 GPM
- 3,045 PSI at 3,400 RPM
PMREP1812E17
- 1 1/8” Hollow shaft with electric flange NEMA184TC
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 4 GPM
- 2,500 PSI at 1,750 RPM

PMRTSF2021
- 24 mm Solid shaft
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 8.5 GPM
- 3,600 PSI at 1,750 RPM

PMRTS2021
- 24 mm Solid shaft
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 5.6 GPM
- 3,500 PSI at 1,450 RPM

PMRET1509E17
- 5/8” Hollow shaft with electric flange NEMA56C
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 2.1 GPM
- 2,610 PSI at 1,700 RPM
- Hot kit optional

PMRET1505E34
- 5/8” Hollow shaft with electric flange NEMA56C
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 2.1 GPM
- 2,610 PSI at 3,400 RPM
- Hot kit optional

PMRET1809E17
- 5/8” Hollow shaft with electric flange NEMA56C
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 3.2 GPM
- 2,320 PSI at 1,700 RPM

PMRET1506E34
- 5/8” Hollow shaft with electric flange NEMA56C
- Quick coupler and plug included
- Maximum Flow: 2.9 GPM
- 2,610 PSI at 3,400 RPM
- Hot kit optional